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the trust of others. The concept itself, its
new aspect, and our desire to put French
production centre-stage also hit the spot…
That’s how a collection of wines was born,
typical and affordable «vins de terroir»,
always with a little gold nugget, such as our
Santenay Blanc…

What’s so special about this
Santenay?

What is implied by these three words
defining Blason Louis?
Siméon (sommelier): We first mention
quality because the selection was really
tough. To put together our collection, we
tasted over 400 wines. Each one represents
the purest image of its terroir. Simplicity
refers to the reading of our labels, which
only bear the wine’s main characteristics:
the «appellation» (designated production
area), vintage, grape variety, and the
vineyard which produced it. Finally, passion,
because it is our driving force and we want
to share it by opening up to everyone the
world of wine in its purest form.

How did the idea come about?

BLASON LOUIS: WINES
IN ALL SIMPLICITY…
Blason Louis is a
collection of wines
rigorously selected from
among France’s finest
vineyard «appellations»
and benefiting from the
expertise of talented
vintners. Quality,
simplicity and passion are
the words that best define
this initiative. Interview
with its founders…

Nicolas (CEO): The idea came to us when
we were walking down Fifth Avenue, after
seeing the French section of a New York
wine cellar. What was on offer was so
incomprehensible for a neophyte that
we realised that choices made by clients
could only be a matter of pure chance…
We wanted to build a bridge between
wine producers who offer real gems and
consumers who are completely lost due the
complexity of what is available.

And how do you attain such a goal?
Regis (Artistic Director): We first set up
a small complementary team and shared
our knowledge, with Nicolas on the one
side, an expert in strategy advice and
finance, myself in project execution. We
quickly sketched out the concept behind
the project and its artistic aspect, and
began to look for someone capable of
putting together its content: the wine
collection. That’s how we met Siméon,
who immediately won us over with his
passionate and poetic approach.

Then there was that road trip
through France…
Regis: We set off to meet the wine
producers; Siméon already knew some of
them personally and we managed to win
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Siméon: Firstly, it’s a rare wine, because
traditionally the village of Santenay is
a land of red wine (80% of the total
production). The «cru» we chose is a 100%
Chardonnay which has the special feature
of hiding a tender warm heart behind the
first impression in the mouth, where the
minerality and acidity of citrus aromas
produce a glacial effect. Which in fact
corresponds pretty well to Le Strato, which
offers a haven of warmth and peacefulness
in the middle of winter in Savoy!

SERGE’N
PEPPER ADDS
A HEADY
TOUCH OF
SPICE TO LIFE!

The firm seems to be developing
very fast: what areas are keeping
you busy at the moment?
Siméon: Right now, there are (luckily)
far too many to mention them all. If I
had to choose just one, it would be the
development of partnerships with legendary
places and events such as the Grand
Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, for which we
managed the wine part in the VIP area. This
type of association enables us to develop
both the brand image and the company’s
visibility.
Nicolas: Yes, quite right, and we are also
in the process of launching a lacquered
wood case for our bottles so as to develop
our offerings to private clients. With
this presentation case, you can have a
personalized mini-bar with great vintages
in your home. Within the next 4 months,
the idea is to launch a more technologically
advanced version of the case,
incorporating, for example, a temperature
regulator and a humidifier so that the wines
are in perfect condition for tasting. 

Fans of pepper are in for
a treat! POP™ has arrived
at the Grande Epicerie de
Paris* and smart grocery
stores throughout Europe.
It was about time someone
came up with portable
pepper… Serge’n Pepper did
just that!

SERGE’ N PEPPER VOUS
« POIVRE »
DÉLICIEUSEMENT
LA VIE !
Les amateurs de poivre peuvent se réjouir ! Les POP™
débarquent à la Grande Epicerie de Paris* et dans les
épiceries fines partout en Europe. Du poivre à emporter, il
fallait y penser… Serge’n Pepper l’a fait !
Voilà une idée originale venue d’un
« concasseur » de poivres prénommé
Serge qui a donné son nom à la
marque. Avec les POP™, (Pepper Of
Pepper), il nous propose ainsi une
collection de saveurs inédites issues
de 6 différents assemblages dont lui
seul a le secret… Quelques révélations
sur les variétés suffisent toutefois
à nous mettre l’eau à la bouche :
Kampot, Voatsipérifery, Lampong,
Baie des Bataks, Cubèbe ou encore
Penja… les amateurs reconnaissent
et voyagent déjà du Cambodge au
Cameroun en passant par Madagascar
et l’Indonésie… Car ce qui fait aussi

l’originalité du concept, c’est le
packaging de ces moutures de poivre
qui se sont installées dans d’adorables
petites boîtes ayant adopté le style
« Cachou vintage », pensées pour le
partage. Un format ingénieux pour
emporter quelques pincées de plaisir
partout avec soi, dans son sac à
main ou même dans sa poche ! Une
collection qui se décline en 6 saveurs
réalisée avec la complicité d’ Erwann
de Kerros**, grand explorateur des
terres lointaines où sont cultivés les
poivres, importateur et distributeur.
Serge’ n Pepper fait son entrée dans le
monde du goût ! 

* A la Grande Epicerie,
et dans toutes les épiceries fines, à partir du
début 2017. Vendus par
3 : 19,50 €.
** Terre de Poivres,
Erwann de Kerros, Ed.
La Martinière.
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Here’s an original ideal from a «pepper
crusher» called Serge, who has givien his
name to the brand. With POP™, (Pepper
Of Pepper), he proposes a collection of
unprecedented flavours in six different
blends to which he alone holds the key…
A few revelations about the varieties
will nevertheless make mouths water:
Kampot, Voatsiperifery, Lampong, Batak
Bay, Cubeb, Penja… Fans will recognize
them and are already travelling from
Cambodia to Cameroon via Madagascar
and Indonesia… The concept is also
original for the packaging of these
ground peppers presented in adorable
little boxes which have adopted «Cachou
Vintage» style, designed for sharing. A
clever format for carrying a few pinches
of pleasure everywhere with you, in your
bag or even your pocket! A collection
comprised of six flavours benefiting from
the complicity of Erwann de Kerros**,
a great explorer of distant lands where
pepper is produced, an importer and
distributor. Serge’n Pepper makes its
entrance into the world of taste! 

